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As a step towards integrating the Ferris Grand Block in the Museum’s mission, the shared wall between the 
Museum’s Gallery III and the Masonic Hall’s Dining Room was broken through over the winter with the in-
tention of creating a doorway between the spaces (see photo).  The elevation is a little different so a stairway 
was built on the Gallery III side of the doorway.  Over the next few months the project will be wrapped up in-
cluding painting around the doorway, installing double steel doors and carpeting the steps.  The grand plan in-
cludes creating exhibit space in the Dining Room.  Over the summer some ceiling repair will be done in the 

dining room (the leak was fixed last summer) and 
the ceiling and walls will be painted.  Hopefully by 
next fall we will be able to open some new exhibit 
displays in the new space, to be included in a regu-
lar museum tour.  The Masonic Lodge Hall will be 
kept separate for guided tours only. 

This spring we have had to alter our school tours 
around this construction.  Schools have not been 
allowed to roam through the Native American 
Beadwork exhibit in the north half of Gallery III, 
however we have been able to keep the south half 
open, which features the Victorian room settings, 
the covered wagon, telephone switchboard and a 
new case exhibit on pipes. 

All other exhibit gallery spaces are open, including 
the new WWI exhibit which will be up through 
2019. 

Access Doorway Project Underway! 

Community Collection 

Nancy O’Neill’s Guilloche 
Nancy O’Neill has been collecting Guilloche 

pieces for 25 years.   She was first introduced to it 

by a friend in Pennsylvania.  Guilloche is a ma-

chine design technique that imprints a pattern on 

enamel.  Most of the Guilloche pieces in Nancy’s 

collection are makeup compacts, although there 

are three music boxes, among other things, on 

display.  Her very first piece, a makeup compact 

with a finger holder, is pictured to the left. Nan-

cy’s collection will be on display at the Museum 

through June. 



By Dave Rambow 
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World War One Slang 
The First World War brought soldiers together from 
six various continents all in one place, all fighting in 
the name of their respective countries. As they hud-
dled in their trenches, they soon found out the knack 
of developing words of their own, trench slang as it is 
called, which seasoned their everyday conversations. 
When the Great War ended, these soldiers went home 
carrying trench slang with them into civilian life.  
Not all of these have remained in use to this day, 
but here are a few slang words and phrases that 
are rooted in First World War slang.  
BASKET CASE While it tends to be used fairly 
light-heartedly today (usually describing some-
one who constantly makes stupid mistakes, or 
who crumbles under pressure), the original basket 
case is an unexpectedly gruesome reminder of 
just how bloody the War became. In its original 
context, a basket case was a soldier who had been 
so badly injured that he had to be carried from 
the battlefield in a barrow or basket, usually with 
the implication that he had lost all four of his 
limbs. 
BLIGHTY A "blighty wound" or "blighty one" 
was an injury severe enough to warrant being 
sent home, the English equivalent of a German 
Heimatschuss, or “home-shot.” Self-inflicted 
blighty wounds were punishable by death, alt-
hough there are no known reports of anyone be-
ing executed under the rule. 
BLIMP As a military slang name for an airship, 
blimp dates back to 1916. No one is quite sure 
where the word comes from, although one popu-
lar theory claims that because blimps were non-
rigid airships (i.e., they could be inflated and col-
lapsed, unlike earlier rigid, wooden-framed air-
ships), they would supposedly be listed on mili-
tary inventories under the heading “Category B: 
Limp.” However, a more likely idea is that the 
name is meant to imitate the sound that the taut 
skin or “envelope” of a fully inflated airship 
makes when flicked. 
BOOBY-TRAP Booby-trap had been in use since 
the mid-19th century to refer to a fairly harmless 
prank or practical joke when it was taken up by 
troops during the First World War to describe an 
explosive device deliberately disguised as a 
harmless object.   
Chatting Lice – or chats as they were more common-
ly known, these pests abounded in the trenches. Pick-
ing them out meant hours spent in small talks, thus, 

the trench slang. 
COOTIES As a nickname for body lice or head 
lice, cooties first appeared in “trench slang” in 
1915. It’s apparently derived from the coot, a 
species of waterfowl supposedly known for being 
infested with lice and other parasites.  
COP IT – Dying or mortally wounded. The term 
cop was derived from an old French word caper 
meaning to catch. In this term’s case, to CATCH a 
shell.  
DAISY-CUTTER Before the War, a daisy-cutter 
had been a baseball pitched low so that it practi-
cally skims along the surface of the ground. The 
name was eventually taken up by troops to de-
scribe an artillery shell fitted with an impact fuse, 
meaning that it exploded on impact with the 
ground rather than in the air thereby causing the 
greatest amount of damage. 
DINGBAT In the 19th century, dingbat was used 
much like thingamajig or whatchamacallit as a 
general placeholder for something or someone 
whose real name you can’t recall. It came to be a 
term used for a clumsy or foolish person during 
the First World War, in the phrase "to have the 
dingbats" or "to be dingbats," which meant shell-
shocked, nervous, or mad. 
IRON RATIONS The expression "iron rations" 
was used as early as the 1860s to describe a sol-
dier’s dry emergency rations, which typically in-
cluded a selection of hard, gritty provisions like 
rice, barley, bread, biscuits, salt, and bacon. Dur-
ing the First World War, however, the term came 
to be used as a nickname for shrapnel or shell-
fire. 
POGEY-BAIT Pogey-bait was candy, or a sweet 
snack of any kind, among American and Canadi-
an troops. No one is quite sure where the term 
comes from, but the first part could be pogy, a 
nickname for the menhaden fish (i.e. literally 
“fish-bate”), or else pogue, a slang word for a 
non-combatant or weakly soldier. 
SHELL-SHOCK Although the adjective shell-
shocked has been traced back as far as 1898 
(when it was first used slightly differently to 
mean “subjected to heavy fire”), the first true 
cases of shell-shock emerged during the First 
World War. The Oxford English Dictionary has 
since traced the earliest record back to an article 
in The British Medical Journal dated January 30, 
1915. WWI Slang Continued on Page 5... 
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In 2016 PCHS Good Search supporters raised 

$40.46. Go to your on-line retailer through       

the Good Shop site and they will donate a                    

percentage of your total to PCHS–                                   

no strings attached! 

Use this search engine for Pipestone County 

Historical  Society.  With just a few participants                                        

we have raised over $381 to date!                                                                   

We need your involvement! 

For the Pipestone County Historical Society at 

www.goodsearch.com 

  

Pipestone County                                             

Historical Society 

Membership & Donation Form 

Annual Membership Categories 

__ Friend  $15-$24 

__ Household  $25-$49 

__ Supporting  $50-$99 

__ Century  $100-$249 

__ Patron  $250-499 

__ Benefactor  $500 & Up 
 

Donation: ____________ (please fill in amount) 

  

Name:_______________________________________ 

  Address:____________________________________ 

               _____________________________________  

    _____________________________________ 
 

  Email:_____________________________________ 

Membership Benefits include …                                                          

Free Admission to Exhibit Galleries & Research Archives, 10% 

discount at Gift Shop, Subscription to the Prairie Traveler 

newsletter, Discounts on Research, Copies & Photo Reprints 

and Free Queries in the newsletter. 

Pipestone Ghost Walks 

May 26 - September 1 

Every Saturday Night, 8pm 
 

(No tours August 11) 
 

Tickets $10, call the Museum for                            

Reservations:  605-825-2563 



• Amazon donates 0.5% of 

the price of your eligible 

AmazonSmile purchases 

to the charitable organization of your choice. 

 

• Support the Pipestone County Historical Society by 

starting your shopping  at smile.amazon.com 

Remember… 
Save Your 

Ink Cartridges 
PCHS is able to redeem them                                           

for office supplies ! 
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The Pipestone County Historical Society 

now has a presence on the 

Give MN website for easy 

on-line donations.   

Go to givemn.org and search 

for Pipestone.  PCHS is the 

first to come up-  look for the Museum 

Membership– Pay it Forward Challenge 

When reading the Pipestone County Historical Society newsletter, do you ever think of a fami-

ly member or friend that would enjoy the many interesting articles about Pipestone County 

history?  Maybe this person lives in Pipestone County, or maybe they grew up in the area and 

have moved away.  The Board of Directors would like to challenge members to “Pay it For-

ward.”  It works just like buying someone’s meal or coffee in a drive-thru except you would 

need to complete the enclosed membership form for that person, pay the dues and let them en-

joy the newsletter as much as you do.  It is up to you if you want to be anonymous or let your-

self be known.  Please help strengthen the membership of the Pipestone County Historical So-

ciety and help support the Pipestone County Museum! 

 

>In the Gift Shop< 

 Visit the  

Pipestone County Historical Society’s   

Redesigned Website! 

www.pipestoneminnesota.com/museum 

With new databases, indexes                             

and links to                                                                      

expanded newsletter articles! 

Check us out on                                 

Facebook!                                                          

 

  

Pipestone County                               

Historical Society 

Pipestone County Historical Society is now on... 

Dust Art Magnets 

Made from locally quarried 

Pipestone dust and created by 

local native artisan,                     

Travis Erickson. 

These magnets get their under-

lying red color from the dust 

created when the Pipestone 

rock is carved. 

...Prices Vary... 
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Spring is finally here and with it comes the start of severe weather season. The arrival of such weather will 

bring about watches, warnings and weather spotters out monitoring the situation. One group that previously 

did that for Pipestone was the Pipestone REACT Team (also mentioned as the Pipestone County Two-Way 

Radio Club in some correspondence). The Museum has a small collection of items from the Team. The collec-

tion includes a scrapbook with photos, newspaper clippings, and handwritten notes documenting the Team’s 

work, as well as other items. This collection gives a cool peak at the group in the 1970s and provides the op-

portunity to look back at exactly what they did. 

REACT at the time stood for Radio Emergen-

cy Association of Citizen Teams and was an 

organization with local chapters or teams 

throughout the United States. The teams were 

made up of volunteers and used two-way radi-

os to assist their communities during severe 

weather and other situations. REACT Head-

quarters defined REACT, as “A community 

program to provide organized citizens two-

way radio communications in local emergen-

cies.”  

The Pipestone REACT Team held its first meeting on October 23, 1969 and at that time had 31 members. The 

team was made up of volunteers that weren’t paid and didn’t have funds to work with. The group’s by-laws 

stated, “The purpose of our organization is to promote good will and provide service to our community, when-

ever and wherever the need should arise.”  In a letter sent to then Senator Mondale, the Team described their 

services as protecting the community from natural disasters and listed such duties as helping search for miss-

ing persons, having a 24-hour monitor to give aid to motorists, frequently going out to watch weather condi-

tions during weather watches, supply emergency communications during power outages, and more. The Team 

monitored emergency Channel 9 24 hours a day. The group held monthly meetings often with guest speakers 

that taught the members skills such as mouth to mouth resuscitation, safe driving, and what to look for and 

how to conduct weather watches. The REACT Team and the local Civil Air Patrol also agreed to work togeth-

er and performed mock searches to prepare themselves for the real thing. They became a member of the Na-

tional REACT group in March 1970 and were assigned the Charter Team Number C-295. This allowed them 

to be listed in a book with all the United States React Teams and receive materials from the National head-

quarters only members had access to. 

The big service these volunteers provided was storm watching and reporting. One newspaper article dated 

June 8, 1970 described the group as conducting an area wide storm watch where they headed out of town in 

different directions in vehicles with 2-way radios to watch and report. A December 20, 1971, Pipestone Coun-

ty Star article stated how the REACT members had over 200 volunteer hours of storm and tornado watching 

in 1971. Another clipping from the Star dated February 21, 1972, tells how the previous week, REACT mem-

bers were waiting at highway exits from the city to inform travelers of the road conditions and discourage 

travel due to the 70 mph winds and blowing snow. In 1972 the REACT Team headed up the effort to reorgan-

ize the county’s tornado spotting system and had created quite the infrastructure. A newspaper article notes 

how they were complimented by Ken Clark of the Sioux Falls Weather Bureau, as the group had 23 cars 

equipped with radios, a central office at the fairgrounds furnished with all sorts of equipment, and a group of 

farmer spotters to assist in the weather watching. 

Pipestone REACT continued page 5…                                                                               

By Noah Burris Pipestone REACT Team 
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On January 25, 1979 an article appeared in the Pipestone County Star entitled “The Project on the Hill.”  It 
was about a radar site being installed by the Federal Aviation Administration [FAA] five miles west of 
Ruthton to monitor air travel.  The site was completed by 1981 and began operation. It covered a radius of 200 
miles surrounding the site. The data collected is transmitted to the regional FAA headquarters in Farmington, 
MN and integrated with signals from other radar installations to allow air traffic controllers to assign routes 
and altitudes for aircraft. The Ruthton site filled the gap between systems in Farmington, MN and Gettysburg, 
SD.  Prior to 1957-58 there was no FAA to centralize a radar system.  In 1956-57, two aircraft collided over 
the Grand Canyon and the FAA was born.  The new system of FAA radar sites around the nation would allow 
the FAA to give better radar service.  Radar units at Air Force bases were closing down. The Department of 
Defense found the radar defense obsolete. Previously the Air Force shared the data they collected at these ba-
ses.  With the new system of radar sites throughout the U.S., the FAA then shared the data with the Air Force. 
 

The Chandler Air Force Station was built on high ground on Buffalo Ridge by the Department of Defense in 
1951.  It was one of 85 radar stations built between 1949 and 1952 across the northern tier states. It was the 
result of the nation’s anxiety during the early Cold War years.  Congress approved this system in response to 
growing concern over our vulnerability to attack by Soviet Russian bombers.  The airmen of the Station’s op-
erational unit, the 787th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, occupied the installation in September 1951. 
The Squadron was responsible for detecting aircraft within its region and identifying them or directing jet 
fighters to intercept and confirm their status as either friendly or hostile. The Soviet Union’s successful launch 
of the world’s first artificial satellite on October 4, 1957 spelled the end of the Chandler Air Force Station.  
Congress quickly authorized construction of a ballistic missile warning system.  The Air Force inactivated the 
unit at Chandler effective the end of September 1969.  Air Force teams dismantled the equipment except for 
one small unit.  It stayed for over a year to run radar for the FAA. 
 

Gary Wozniak is the current resident engineer at the Ruthton site.  He was also stationed at Chandler Air Force 
Base between 1965 and 1969 and started at the Ruthton site in 1987.  In 1992 a new Dome was installed to fa-
cilitate updated equipment.  When Gary was at Chandler the radar picked up about 25 planes in the air at one 
time.  Today, there are about 200.  He explained that small airports like Pipestone without control towers and 
therefore in an uncontrolled air space each have unique radio frequencies.  A pilot leaving Pipestone would 
tune to the radio frequency, identify his plane and the details of his flight plan to keep other planes on the route 
aware of his location and they in turn would broadcast their information.  
 

On October 25, 1999, Learjet 25 departed Orlando International Airport fully fueled for a flight to Dallas, Tex-
as.  It had 4 passengers and two crew 
members. The first message sent to the 
Learjet was received and acknowledged.  
When later contacts went unacknowl-
edged, a U.S. Air Force F-16 test pilot 
was directed by controllers to intercept 
and make a visual inspection.  He saw no 
damage but noticed windows were iced 
over.  The Ruthton radar site was also 
monitoring the Learjet and Gary shared 
that he received a call from the then 
Governor of South Dakota Bill Janklow 
asking for an estimate on where the 
plane would crash.  Based on the data 
collected and his years of experience he 
was able to pinpoint the area.  The prob-
able cause was determined to be the in-
capacitation of the crew because of their 
failure to receive supplemental oxygen 
after the loss of cabin pressure. 

By Betty McCabe 

The FAA Radar Site Northwest of  Ruthton 
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 per hour for the entire distance.” 

Nothing else seems to have come from this sensational feat.  Chester got on with his life.  He was a member of 

the Pipestone Fire Department and was elected Captain of Hose Company No. 1 in 1913.  He worked hard as a 

clerk in the grocery department of Wilson & Evans Bros. department store.  He saved up his money and in Au-

gust 1913 he left Pipestone to enroll in the Mankato Commercial College. 

Pedestrian work aside,  Chester appears to have been a serious amateur athlete.  He had been at school in Man-

kato just a few months when, in October 1913, he was killed in a freak wrestling accident, his neck twisted in 

such away as to break the vertebrae.  Chester’s body was returned to Pipestone, escorted part of the way by 

members of Hose Company No. 1 (Pipestone Fire Department.)  A large funeral was held at the Presbyterian 

Church and burial was at Woodlawn Cemetery. 

Note:  A number of people have mentioned to me that they remember Chester’s brother, Harry Huston, had a 

bar in Pipestone.  Checking that out, I found that Harry and his son Glenn had bought the Midway Bar in 

1949 in the Walker Block at 106 West Main Street, just west of the Calumet Inn.  They sold the bar in 1964 to 

Bob Hinz and this location eventually became Rexall Drug.  Today [2018] Pizza Ranch is at this location. 

In 1935, while digging a watermain to 

a new house on the southwest side of 

town, the crew encountered the re-

mains of two caskets.  The find was 

reported in both city newspapers at the 

time, the Pipestone County Star article 

“Old Graves Found by Ditch Diggers” 

really just giving the facts of what hap-

pened with minor detail and specula-

tion; the Pipestone Leader article 

“Mystery Surrounds Excavations” was 

more than double the length and contained much more detail and speculation as to the situation.  At the time, 

early settlers told the newspaper that they recalled there had been a small cemetery in that area of the city.  The 

Pipestone Cemetery Association was formed in 1879 and accepted 6 acres of land at what is now the corner of 

8th Avenue SW and Highway 30.  Woodlawn Cemetery was organized in 1882, but was not called 

“Woodlawn” until 1906.  (New Woodlawn was opened in 1939.)  This leaves three years the first cemetery 

was the only cemetery in Pipestone. There are no records from that first cemetery, but the 1935 newspaper ar-

ticle states that the graves (and it doesn’t state how many) were gradually moved to Woodlawn over the years, 

implying that both cemeteries existed for a while.  So the graves from the first cemetery were not automatical-

ly moved wholesale to Woodlawn when it opened.  The graves found in 1935 contained a child and a woman.  

The Pipestone Leader newspaper states in detail:  “Both graves had caved in and the flesh and clothing had 

entirely disappeared, and the bones were disjointed, browned and considerably decayed...There has been con-

siderable speculation as to the identity of the occupants of these unmarked graves.”   The newspaper gave the 

“speculated” identity of the child as Johnnie McKenzie who had died at age four in 1881, but no candidates for 

the woman.  Both were reinterred in Woodlawn cemetery, probably in the unidentified paupers’ section, as 

there are no McKenzies listed in the index.  

Check out both of these cemetery articles on our new, updated webpage at www.pipestoneminnesota.com/museum. 

Pipestone’s First Cemetery 

Chester Huston continued…  
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Chester Huston, Pedestrian Athlete 

Chester Huston Continued next page…           

21-year-old Chester Huston, Pipestone’s first (and probably only?) “pedestrian athlete” shone in the limelight 

in 1912 when he walked from Pipestone to Sioux Falls, a distance of 52 miles, in 12 hours and 10 minutes. 

Chester Huston was a hometown boy.  He was born in Pipestone in 1890, his grandparents, Job and Rebecca 

Whitehead, were some of the earliest settlers in the area.  Besides his parents, Arthur, a native of French Cana-

da, and Lulu (Whitehead), Chester had one older sister, Florence, and three younger brothers, Harry, Willie 

and Gerald.  According to the 1910 U.S. Census, Chester was working as a grocery delivery boy.  In 1912 he 

would have been 21 years old when the Pipestone Leader newspaper ran the following article:   

 “Pipestone is developing a heal and toe walker who bids fair to attract some attention the coming                  

 summer.  Chester Huston has been for some time taking to road work and now ten to fifteen mile 

 promenades are the regular thing.  He clips them off at four miles an hour and better.  About the first or 

 second Sunday in June he informs us he will walk to Sioux Falls, a distance of 52 miles, and he                

 promises to make it in 13 hours, which will require a continuous journey at four miles per hour.  Any 

 stop along the  way will serve to increase the pace and we believe he will find that he has set himself a 

 task that will require a high degree of endurance and speed.” 

Another article appeared two weeks later in April, calling Chester “our local pedestrian” and announcing that a 

shoe firm had such interest in him as to furnish him with a “fine pair” of walking shoes– an endorsement deal! 

The first week of May, it was reported that Chester was in training for his Sioux Falls walk, having just 

“clipped off 21 miles Sunday last in four hours and forty minutes.”  By the middle of May, Chester had hoofed 

it down to Jasper and back, a round-trip distance of 28 miles, in six hours.  That rate of speed, 4 2/3 miles per 

hour, was above the pace that it would take to walk to Sioux Falls in 13 hours.  His training was going well. 

Chester Huston made his big walk on Sunday, May 26, 1912.  His plan was to begin at the Calumet Inn in 

Pipestone and finish at the Cataract Hotel in Sioux Falls.  Unfortunately for him the weather was less than co-

operative.  Strong winds and rain harangued him nearly the entire distance of 52 miles.  However, he not only 

succeeded in reaching Sioux Falls in the 13 hours time allotted, 

but he beat that time by 50 minutes!  The Farmers’ Leader 

newspaper reports in the May 30, 1912 issue:   

 “Huston Makes His Big Walk; Facing Rain and Terrific 

 Wind He Walks to Sioux Falls in 12 Hours and 10 

 Minutes.   

 A feat which might well be termed sensational was per- 

 formed last Sunday by Chester Huston, when in the face 

 of the most unfavorable circumstances he not only suc- 

 ceeded in reaching Sioux Falls in 13 hours, but lowered 

 that time 50 minutes.  

 Not withstanding the threatening weather, he left here at 

 5:00 a.m., and facing the high south wind made fast 

 time to Beaver Creek, where he took an hour for dinner.  

 For 15 miles it rained, soaking him to the skin and mak-

 ing the road heavy and slippery.  This, with the terrible 

 strain of facing the wind in the morning, began to tell on 

 his strength so that he was obliged to slacken his pace, 

 but even then he reached his goal at 6:10 p.m., just 12 

 hours and 10 minutes on the road, or nearly 4 1/4 miles  

Chester Huston’s grave in Old Woodlawn Cemetery.  

The Pipestone Fire Fighters have marked it with a 

flag. 
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In Memory of Nova & Noah Nelsen                                    

by Hart Nelsen 

In Memory of Shirley Houselog                                         

by Donna Mickelson 

In Memory of Jay Duffus Hanson                                              

by Hart Nelson 

In Memory of Jim Spicer                                                       

by Mary Ann Hustad 

Pipestone REACT Continued…   But the team didn’t just monitor severe weather, they also assisted 

the City when help was needed in other areas.  One entry in their scrapbook mentions helping the Police De-

partment on Halloween. “On October 31, 1969, the REACT Team was called upon by the City Police Depart-

ment. Members cruised around the city watching for signs of vandalism and reporting any signs to the police 

department. It was a big success as damage was kept at a nil.” They would again provide the same support the 

next Halloween. Later in November of 1969, they helped in the search and location of an elderly man who had 

wandered off from the Good Samaritan Nursing Home. A newspaper clipping states how the City Council 

commended the REACT Team for the help they provided to address city problems and emergencies. Once 

again, the REACT Team helped the City Police Department on April 4, 1970. As the Department was playing 

in a local benefit basketball game against area businessmen, the Team members filled the role of the police 

department and drove around town keeping a watch out for crime. 

Even though the Museum collection only has information and records through 1974 and has no information of 

when the Pipestone REACT Team disbanded, it still provides quite the snapshot of the responsibilities this 

group of volunteers took on.  REACT still exists as an international organization with local REACT Teams 

throughout the United States and other countries. REACT now stands for Radio Emergency Associated Com-

munications Teams. Their website describes the group today as, “…a network of committed professionals with 

a desire to assist their communities in times of emergency or disaster. Our members provide their expertise 

when disasters strike and assist with augmenting local resources with the goal of accelerating relief efforts.” 

The closest team to Pipestone is the Lake County REACT team in Madison, South Dakota. 

SOUVENIR Derived from the French for 
“memory” or “remembering,” souvenir has been 
used in English since the 18th century. However 
its use in military slang to refer to wounds, scars, 
shrapnel, and other permanent reminders of battle 
emerged during the First World War, and has 
since been traced back as far as 1915.  
SPIKE-BOZZLED Spike was used during the 
First World War to mean “to render a gun unusa-
ble.” Spike-bozzled, or spike-boozled, came to 
mean "completely destroyed," and was usually 
used to describe airships and other aircraft rather 
than weaponry. Exactly what bozzled means in 
this context is unclear, but it’s probably somehow 
related to bamboozled in the sense of something 
being utterly confounded or stopped in its path.  

STRAFE One of the German propagandists’ most 
famous World War I slogans was "Gott Strafe 
England!" or “God punish England," which was 
printed everywhere in Germany from newspaper 
advertisements to postage stamps. In response, 
Allied troops quickly adopted the word strafe into 
the English language after the outbreak of the 
War, and variously used it to refer to a heavy 
bombardment or attack, machine gun fire, or a se-
vere reprimand. 
ZIGZAG Zigzag has been used in English since 
the 18th century to describe an angular, meander-
ing line or course but during the First World War 
came to be used as a euphemism for drunkenness, 
presumably referring to the zigzagging walk of a 
soldier who had had one too many.  

WWI Slang Continued... 

Memorials 

Memorials are a special way of remembering a friend or loved 

one with your gift to PCHS.  This gift is given in their memory 

and a letter is sent to the family of the deceased noting your 

gift- but never its size.  Memorials of $100 or more will be 

registered on plaques in the Museum’s lobby. 

Let us know the person to be memorialized, the amount of the 

memorial and who to send the memorial letter to along with 

their address. 



2018 PCHS Board Members             

Bob Buffington– President, Curt Hess– Vice President, Judy Oldemeyer– Secretary,                                         

Steve Schulz– Treasurer.  Paul Everett, Susie Otto, Mary Schroer, Linsey Prunty, Chuck Ness 

2018 Pipestone County Museum Staff 

Susan Hoskins– Executive Director, Betty McCabe– Museum Aide,                                                                    

Trava Olivier– Museum Aide, Noah Burris– Museum Aide 

Donations  
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New & Renewing Members 

February– April 

* = new member! 

Regular Donations 

Rosie McGinty, Doug Theel, Jan Hintermeister 

Masonic Building Donations 

Judy Oldemeyer 

PCHS relies on the generosity of our              

members not only to meet the general  

budget but especially to accomplish special 

projects.  Thank you. 

Household  

Marianne Drengson– Hillman, MN 

William & Bunny Johnson– Pipestone 

Mary & Rod DeReu– Stillwater, MN 

Vicki & Earl Flowers– St. Paul, MN 

Monica & John Sullivan– Holland  

Tom & Avis Tourville– Spirit Lake, IA 

Mary Jo Permuth– Burnsville, MN       

Eileen Runia– Pipestone                       

Bill & Doreen Thies– Pipestone          

Ruth Kluis– Pipestone                         

Roger Blom– Pipestone                        

Jo Gewecke– Pipestone                         

Gordon Hingeley– Rogers, MN             

Gerald Totman– Pipestone                     

Dave Rambow– Wisconsin Dells, WI     

Arlene Bloemendaal– Pipestone              

Jean Goodspeed– Pipestone                      

Century 

Jay Drury– Springfield, MN           

Tim & Susie Otto– Pipestone             

James & Ethel Baldwin– Peoria, IL    

Sarah Fjellanger– Savage, MN            

Myron & Nancy Koets– Pipestone      

Thomas Darveaux– Pipestone           

Kyle Kuphal– Pipestone                      

Maynard Winsel– Pipestone                 

Chuck & Dorie Sendelbach– Pipestone               

Friend Continued….                         

Diane Leslie– Pipestone                          

Barb Benz– Pipestone                             

Carol Ellefson– Dell Rapids, SD               

*Linsey Prunty– Pipestone                       

Marjorie Gunn– Sioux Falls, SD               

*Lorraine Johnson– Pipestone            

Anna Duncan– Flandreau, SD                  

Jakob Etrheim– Slayton, MN                  

Mark Williams– Troy, MI                      

Leslie Volkir– Omaha, NE                      

Nyla Johnson– Pipestone                        

*Marley Taubert– Pipestone 

 

Friend 

*Gene Spicer– Pipestone                           

*Gary Wozniak– Tyler, MN                       

Tony Texley– Willmar, MN                    

Patt Johnson– Pipestone                               

Dr. Stanley Allen– Watertown, SD            

*Shirley Wathen– Pipestone                         

*Pat Stiller– Roanoke, VA                 

*Kay MacFeeters– Pipestone             

Carol Jensen Scanny– Palm Desert, CA  

Diane Orgler– Crystal Lake, IL                

Mark Frahm– North Mankato, MN          

Bob Buffington– Pipestone                      

Supporting                    

*Harlan Nepp– Pipestone                         

Madge Hanson– Minneapolis, MN  

Dave & AnnaBelle Gilmore– Pipestone 

Joe & Mary Schwebach– Flandreau, SD 

Esther Kooiman– Issaquah, WA      

Faith Sullivan– Minneapolis, MN                 

Joe Hines– Park Rapids, MN            

Greg & Connie Carrow– Pipestone    

John & Jean McCallum– Pipestone   

Rich & Vicki Gergen– Pipestone                

Angela Hess– Pipestone                 

Chuck Ness– Pipestone                           

Steve & Minnie Huisken– Edgerton           

Julie Drengson– Medford, OR    

By Debra Fitzgerald 
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Superintendent's House Update 

Since I last wrote about the project to restore the superintendent’s house at the former Pipestone Indian Board 

School I have closed the latest grant for $10,000 that bought us the construction documents and final architec-

tural drawings for the exterior work, which includes the repair, restoration, and/or replacement of the roof, 

gutters, downspouts, chimneys, tuckpointing, windows and back porch.  

The front, two-story porch, despite the emergency shoring, is now beyond saving. The project includes the 

dismantling of that structure, with documentation of all components for when the porch is rebuilt at a future 

date. The two doors on the first and second floor at the front of the building will be closed against the exit. 

I’m now in the process of writing a new grant that would fund the work. The deadline for this latest grant 

round is May 25, with final applications due in July. I’ll need every bit of free time I have between now and 

then to finish this grant. Yet this project is worth the time and I’m grateful, as is the owner of the property, the 

Pipestone Indian Shrine Association, for these granting opportunities.  

In 2008, Minnesota's voters passed the Clean Water, Land and Legacy Amendment (Legacy Amendment) to 

the Minnesota Constitution to: protect drinking water sources; to protect, enhance, and restore wetlands, prai-

ries, forests, and fish, game, and wildlife habitat; to preserve arts and cultural heritage; to support parks and 

trails; and to protect, enhance, and restore lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater. The Legacy Amendment 

increased the state sales tax by three-eighths of one percent beginning on July 1, 2009 and continuing until 

2034. The additional sales tax revenue is distributed into four funds: 33 percent to the clean water fund; 33 

percent to the outdoor heritage fund; 19.75 percent to the arts and cultural heritage fund; and 14.25 percent to 

the parks and trails fund. 

A portion of the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund was appropriated to the Minnesota Historical Society for his-

tory-related projects around the state. One of those new initiatives was the Statewide Historical and Cultural 

Grants program. Those are the grants that we’ve been applying to and receiving for the restoration of this his-

torically significant building. 

The next time I offer an up-

date, I’m hoping it will be 

with the good news that we 

received this latest grant that 

will enable us to begin actual 

work on the structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

Grant funding is being sought to 

restore this back (west) porch of the 

superintendent’s residence of the 

former Pipestone Indian Boarding 

School. The project also includes 

the repair and replacement of the 

roof, gutters, downspouts, chim-

neys, windows, doors and repoint-

ing of the quartzite walls.  


